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PAS 1550 - Vessel ID

Legend

Don’t know answer: If you don’t know the answer to a question, you should
launch a formal investigation or seek expert help to answer it if possible.

1

Risk assessment consideration

Condition satisfied. Proceed.

Required

Condition not satisfied. Action required.

Aligns with GDST

Proceed in line with risk assessment

(KDEs collected in line with the GDST standard
will assist with the step in the flow diagrams).

3.4.5 Do you have a vessel list for each species sourced?
YES
YES

NO

NO

Work with suppliers to obtain
for each vessel.

Obtain list.

Do all vessels operate in RFMO’s?

2

3.4.10 Are all vessels authorised to fish in the coastal State they fish in?
NO

YES
YES

NO
Stop buying from vessels not licensed
to fish in the area they operate in.

5

Is the Flag State a Contracting Party (CPC)
of the RFMO in which the vessel operates?
YES

3

NO
Should it be? Advocate for it
to become a CPC.

3.4.10 Gather evidence of Authorisations and Licenses to verify existence.
Done

Go to Authorisations and Licenses flow diagram.
Done

4

4.4.3.b Do all vessels have IMO/UVI’s on vessel list?

6

4.4.3.c & d Is the vessel listed as authorised
to fish within the RFMO?
YES

NO

7

4.4.1 Is the vessel on an IUU blacklist?
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YES

NO

YES
Stop buying until it
is delisted.

NO

YES

Red or yellow carded/ sanctioned
by US or non-compliant?

12
Is this a tuna vessel?

8

RED
YES

NO

4.3.3.2 Stop
buying until issues
addressed.

Is it listed on the Proactive
Vessel Register?

9

YES

4.3.3.5 Understand
the reasons and
support efforts
to mitigate/
address card/noncompliance.

NO

Request if
required.

13

Does the Flag State report its vessels register to the
FAO Global Record of Fishing Vessels?
YES

10

YELLOW

NO

Do you know the flag of your supply vessels?
Advocate that it does.
YES

NO

Obtain flag for each vessel
supplying you.

14

4.4.3.g Is VMS mandated for all fishing vessels?
YES

11

4.3.3.3 Is the flag EU carded/ identified by the US or a
non-compliant RFMO member?

NO

Advocate for their use.
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15

Are polling rates adequate for the fishing activity?
YES

NO

HUMAN

Advocate for suitable rates.

16

ELECTRONIC

Undertake a labour risk assessment
(see Labour Risk Assessment flow diagram).

Is there a protocol for vessels in case of problems with VMS?
Can their data be reviewed?

19
YES

NO
YES

NO

Advocate for this.
Request that it can.

17

4.3.2.1.d Are observers used onboard fishing vessels?
YES

FINISH

NO

Should they be?
YES

NO

Encourage their adoption
and use if IUU risk.

18

Human or electronic observers?
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PAS 1550 - Authorisations
and Licenses
Don’t know answer: If you don’t know the answer to a question, you should
launch a formal investigation or seek expert help to answer it if possible.

1

Legend
Risk assessment consideration

Condition satisfied. Proceed.

Required

Condition not satisfied. Action required.

Aligns with GDST

Proceed in line with risk assessment

(KDEs collected in line with the GDST standard
will assist with the step in the flow diagrams).

Gather evidence of authorisations and vessel licenses.
DONE
All steps below this
line are compliant
practice

2

NO

YES

4.4.3.f Are license fees paid to State or agents?
STATE

Are vessel captain names known?

5

Obtain names.

AGENTS

Advocate for this to change to state.

6

4.4.3.j Are background checks undertaken and documented?

YES

NO

4.4.7 Obtain copies of some licenses.

3

Initiate background checks to be completed.
Done

4

Does the Flag State submit a list of vessel authorsiations and extended
information to the FAO Global Record of Fishing Vessels?
YES

NO

Advocate for this to happen.

7

4.4.3.k & l Is there any evidence of IUU or human rights convictions for the captain?

YES

NO

Do not buy.
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8

4.4.5 Do you know the names of beneficial owners of fishing
vessels supplying you?
NO

YES

Go to VMS & AIS flow diagram.

12
Work to obtain this information.

DONE

13
9

Does the Flag State impose sanctions if license conditions are broken?

4.4.6 Have any of the beneficial owners been engaged in IUU activity previously?
YES

NO

NO

YES

See blue box at end

Do not buy.

Are they sufficient to ensure compliance?

14
10

Do you know the flag of your supply vessels?
YES

4.4.3.c Verify Flag State
fishing authorisations.

YES
NO

See blue box at end

Obtain this information.

15

11

4.4.3.g Does the Flag State mandate VMS as part of its licensing conditions?
YES

NO

NO

Is there evidence of the Flag State using their sanctions effectively?

YES

NO

See blue box at end

Why not? If it should be a condition
advocate for this to happen.
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16

Has anything amiss been noted on the vessels you source from?
YES

NO
How recent and for what reason?
Consider stop buying.

FINISH

At each stage when an element of policy is either not mandated for,
or is insufficiently implemented for it to have any positive impact
to reduce IUU, consider you and/or your supply chain advocating
for this to happen.
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PAS 1550 - VMS and AIS
Don’t know answer: If you don’t know the answer to a question, you should
launch a formal investigation or seek expert help to answer it if possible.

1

Legend
Risk assessment consideration

Condition satisfied. Proceed.

Required

Condition not satisfied. Action required.

Aligns with GDST

Proceed in line with risk assessment

(KDEs collected in line with the GDST standard
will assist with the step in the flow diagrams).

4.4.3.g Does the Flag State have VMS & AIS requirements in its licensing
and fishing authorisations?
YES

NO

4

3.4.10, 4.4.3.a & b Do you know the unique identifiers for each vessel
in your supply chain?

Advocate for their use within your supply chain.
YES

NO

Find out what they are.

2

Are all vessels required to use VMS/AIS doing so?

YES

NO
All steps below this
line are compliant
practice

Advocate for their use within your supply chain.

5

Is the VMS data centralised with data routinely shared with
coastal and/or Port States?
YES

NO

See blue box at end

3

Are data network identity (DNID) numbers mandated to groups of vessels?
YES

NO

See blue box at end
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6

Is the VMS data centralised with data routinely shared with RFMO’s?

YES

NO
Are VMS units tamper proof and verified as such?

10
See blue box at end

YES

NO

See blue box at end

7

Does the VMS allow for two-way communication between
vessel & relevant authorities?

YES

NO

Does the VMS transmit on GPRS or VHF?

11

See blue box at end

8

GPRS

Is your supply chain
coastal?

Is VMS data shared with the relevant authorities?

YES

YES

NO

Are there known minumum standards for the VMS units?
YES

NO

See blue box at end

Is your supply chain
distant water?

NO

See blue box at end

9

VHF

Is the correct system
being used?

12

YES

NO

Is the correct system
being used?

Does the VMS operate continually or “port-to-port”?

CONTINUALLY

PORT-TO-PORT

Should it be?
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13

Is there a protocol for vessels in case of VMS failure?

NO

YES

Are they sufficient to ensure compliance?

16
Advocate for one to be put in place.

NO

YES

See blue box at end

14

What is the VMS polling rate for the vessels you source from? If it is more than
3 hours this may be a flag of potential risk in your supply chain.

>3 HOURS

<3 HOURS

17

Is there evidence of the Flag State using their sanctions effectively?

NO

YES
Is this suitable for the fleet or fishing
gear being employed?

See blue box at end

NO

YES

Advocate for polling rate to be <3 hours or
suitable for gear.

18

Is there evidence of any vessels in your supply chain having been sanctioned?

NO

YES

How recent and for what reason?
Consider stop buying.

15

Are sanctions in place in the event of VMS tampering/non-compliance?

YES

NO

FINISH

See blue box at end

At each stage when an element of policy is either not mandated for,
or is insufficiently implemented for it to have any positive impact
to reduce IUU, consider you and/or your supply chain advocating
for this to happen.
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PAS 1550 - Landing and
Port Controls
Don’t know answer: If you don’t know the answer to a question, you should
launch a formal investigation or seek expert help to answer it if possible.

1

Legend
Risk assessment consideration

Condition satisfied. Proceed.

Required

Condition not satisfied. Action required.

Aligns with GDST

Proceed in line with risk assessment

(KDEs collected in line with the GDST standard
will assist with the step in the flow diagrams).

Do you know the flag of your supply vessels?

YES

NO

4.5.1.b Is transhipment licensed?

4

Determine.
YES

NO

Advocate for them to be included.

2

4.5 Is transhipment used in the fishery or supply chain?

YES

NO

5

4.5.1.b Are all your vessels licensed and on an authorised register
including fish carriers?
YES

NO

Determine.
Advocate for them to be included.

3

4.5.1.a Is transhipment monitored, recorded and observed?
YES

6

4.5.1.c Is AIS/VMS used and uninterrupted during transhipment?

NO
YES
Advocate for it to happen or verify records
if not done.

NO

Advocate for its use.
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7

4.5.2 Is information of transhipment available to the end customer?

NO

YES

Do you know where they are?

11
Why not? Advocate for it to happen.

NO

YES

Determine.

8

4.5.3 Is transhipment recorded on the catch certificate or landing document?

NO

YES

12

Advocate for it to happen.

4.6.1.1 & 4.6.2.1 Is the port of landing in a country party to the PSMA?
YES

NO

Advocate for it to become a member.

9

Do you know all ports of landing/transhipment within your supply chain?

NO

YES

13

Are ports designated for foreign flagged vessels to land or tranship fish?

YES

Determine.

NO

Advocate for their designation.

10

Do vessels use ports in other countries than the vessel’s Flag State?
NO

YES

Determine.
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14

Do you know all ports of landing in the country?

NO

YES

18

Is there an IUU based assessment for authorising entry?

Find out where.
YES

NO

See blue box at end

15

Must vessels get permission before landing?

YES

NO

19

See blue box at end

Is this documented and can you verify these checks happen?
YES

NO

See blue box at end

16

Is this information documented and standardised?

YES

NO

See blue box at end

20

Have the vessels you source from ever been denied entry?

YES

NO

How recent and for what reason?
Consider stop buying.

17

Are the vessels you source from providing this information as requested?
YES

NO

Consider making a requirement in your
sourcing policy.
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21

Are vessels in port subject to documentary checks or inspections?

YES

NO

25

4.6.1.2.e Are records kept of entries, denials, checks and inspections?

See blue box at end

YES

NO

See blue box at end

22

Has anything amiss been noted during checks/inspections of the vessels
you source from?

NO

YES

Are these made public?

26

How recent and for what reason?
Consider stop buying.

YES

NO

See blue box at end

23

4.6.1.2.b Is the number of checks adequate and appropriate
for the volume of cargo?

27
YES

Is information about checks shared to in-country government departments?

NO
YES

NO

See blue box at end
See blue box at end

24

Do the checks include the items listed in the Pew PSMA checklist (6.c)?
YES

NO

See blue box at end
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28

Are goverment fisheries authorities carrying out the inspections?

YES

NO

31
See blue box at end

Undertake a labour risk assessment
(see Labour Risk Assessment flow diagram).

DONE

29

Is this information shared with other PSM Parties?

YES

NO

FINISH
See blue box at end

At each stage when an element of policy is either not mandated for,
or is insufficiently implemented for it to have any positive impact
to reduce IUU, consider you and/or your supply chain advocating
for this to happen.

30

Does the Port State undertake inspections to establish if working
conditions on vessels are decent?
YES

NO

See blue box at end
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PAS 1550 - Traceability
Don’t know answer: If you don’t know the answer to a question, you should
launch a formal investigation or seek expert help to answer it if possible.

1

Legend
Risk assessment consideration

Condition satisfied. Proceed.

Required

Condition not satisfied. Action required.

Aligns with GDST

Proceed in line with risk assessment

(KDEs collected in line with the GDST standard
will assist with the step in the flow diagrams).

3.1.4 Is all seafood assessed using the same systems and level of scrutiny?

YES

NO

3

Advocate for this to become more common
practice in your company and supply chains.

3.4.1 Are there records kept that demonstrate whether or not a product
originates from a source where there is reliable evidence of legality
(e.g. vessel registration, vessel license, catch documentation, compliance records)?

YES

2

Collect or inquire
about records.

3.3.1.1 Do you have a traceability policies or practices in place to ensure full chain
traceability and do you communicate these to all supply chain actors?
YES

NO
If there are any
questions over
the legality
of a source,
investigate this
immediately.

NO

4

Advocate for these to be developed and
communicated to all supply chain actors as
part of food safety legal requirements.
Moreover, without these the risk of IUU fish
entering a supply chain is increased.

3.4.3 Does the information on products you gather, store, and process
enable full chain traceability to be assured?
YES

NO

Collect or inquire about missing
information.
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5

3.4.5 Can all your seafood products or ingredients be traced back to the vessel
or group of vessels that caught the seafood?
YES

NO

8
3.4.10 Do you collect and associate the following
information with products that undergo transhipment:

Collect or inquire about records.

6

1. Date, area, position, estimated weight, or call sign
and declaration of any transhipment at sea?
2. Receiving vessel name and IMO or other UVI number?
3. Person/enterprise with custody and ownership
after landing?

3.4.10 Do you collect and associate the following information with products:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Vessel identity (home port, name, flag and call sign)?
Vessel registration?
Vessel IMO or other UVI number?
Location of catch (i.e. GPS coordinates, fishery location, FAO code,
ISO country code, RFMO)?
Fishing license and validity?
Species (FAO alpha 3 code), product name and code?
Fishing method used?
Quantities (in kg) of catch?

YES, ALL

NO, NOT ALL

Collect or inquire about missing
information, and associate as much
information with products as possible.
If necessary, launch a formal investigation
into missing information.

NO, NOT ALL

Collect or inquire about missing information,
and associate as much information with
products as possible. If necessary, contact
supply chains to investigate causes of any
missing information.

9

3.4.6 Are trace-back exercises (i.e. from source to point of sale) carried out
according to a frequency based on risk assessment and in a timescale that is
appropriate for the origin of the seafood?

YES

7

Are there any instances of transhipment in any of your supply chains?
(See Transhipment flow diagram)
YES

YES, ALL

NO

NO

Collect or inquire about missing information
needed to conduct traceback exercises
(KDEs needed can be collected through
implementation of the GDST). For example,
DNA testing can be a useful tool to help inform
or validate seafood origin.
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10

3.4.7 Are you able to complete traceback exercises within 48 hours
to verify full traceability?
YES

NO

13
Advocate for this within 48 hours if possible to
support claims of legality and traceability.

3.5.6 Is first-, second- and third-party verification of information
allowed at any point in the supply chain to check for aspects of legality
and traceability?

YES

11

Advocate for this and incorporate into
risk assessment of supply chain as elevated
risk of IUU. Random spot checks should
be permitted.

3.4.2 Do you complete data verification exercises to verify the authenticity
of data entering your traceability system?
YES

NO

Advocate or seek expert help for this to be
implemented where possible.

14

3.4.8 Can sales transactions be traced through unit or batch numbers
or accompanying invoices and matched between buyers and sellers?
YES

12

3.4.4 Do all traceability systems and claims based on them undergo
external verification and independent audits?
YES

NO

NO

Collect or inquire about this information.
Implementation of GDST standards enables
matching of sales transactions.

NO

Advocate for this or seek expert help, and
incorporate into risk assessments where
possible.

15

3.4.11 Is information relating to product traceability maintained
in an electronic system?

YES

NO

Advocate for this or seek expert help if possible.
The GDST standard serves as guidance for this.
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16

Do you follow any recognised traceability standards or schemes (i.e. GDST)?

YES

NO

19
See Shared Resources for some suggestions
including the GDST standard.

5.1.3 Is there a designated person(s) at a factory that is responsible for
ensuring that information relating to legality and traceability is compiled,
stored, reviewed, managed and available for check (e.g. audits)?

YES

17

Advocate for this or seek expert help for this
role if feasible. This includes but is not limited
to factories, restaurants, food service,
wholesalers, etc.

3.5.1, 3.5.2 Do you have agreed levels of information across your
supply chain that ensures transparency, enaging with other supply chain
actors to resolve any barriers that prevent this from being possible?

YES

NO

NO

Advocate for this to be part of transparency
policies and practices and communicated to all
supply chain actors. Without them the risk of
IUU fish entering a supply chain is increased.

20

5.4.1 Where a product, unit or batch originates from multiple sources, is there
identification and tracking that enables products at final sale to be traceable
to a single source and activity?
YES

NO

See blue box at end

18

5.1.2 Can information be provided to any other actor in the supply chain on the
legality and traceability of a product within a maximum of 4 hours?
YES

NO

21
Advocate for this to be incorporated into
traceability policies and processes. Digitisation
of information, such as with the GDST, enables
rapid sharing of information.

5.4.2 Are unqiue identifiers present at each level of the packaging hierarchy?

YES

NO

See blue box at end
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22

5.4.3 When a product is combined with other materials, processed, reconfigured
or re-packaged does the new product have its own unique identifier?

YES

NO

See blue box at end

23

5.4.4 Is the linkage (auditable function) maintained between this new product
and its original inputs to maintain traceability?

YES

NO

See blue box at end

FINISH

Advocate for this and incorporate into risk assessment of supply chain
as elevated risk of IUU if missing. Implementation of the GSA Seafood
Processing Standard or GDST fulfills these requirements.
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PAS 1550 - Transhipment
Don’t know answer: If you don’t know the answer to a question, you should
launch a formal investigation or seek expert help to answer it if possible.

1

Legend
Risk assessment consideration

Condition satisfied. Proceed.

Required

Condition not satisfied. Action required.

Aligns with GDST

Proceed in line with risk assessment

(KDEs collected in line with the GDST standard
will assist with the step in the flow diagrams).

Can you assure which of your supply chains involve transhipments
and which do not?

YES

NO

3

4.5.1a Do you require that all transhipments in your supply chains
are recorded, monitored, and covered by an independent observer
programme appropriate to the fishery?

Collect or inquire about this information
from your supply chains.
YES

2

Advocate for these practices to be made
mandatory and incorporate into risk assessment
of supply chain as elevated risk of IUU if missing.

3.4.10 Where there are instances of transhipments, do you collect and
associate the following information with these products:
1. Date, area, position, estimated weight, or call sign and declaration of
any transhipment at sea?
2. Receiving vessel name and IMO or other UVI number?
3. Person/enterprise with custody and ownership after landing?
YES

NO

4

Are all transhipments licensed (and therefore permitted)
in all of your supply chains?

NO
YES

Collect or inquire about information where
possible and associate all available information
with products.

NO

Vessels at high seas
should report all
involvement with
transhipments.
Advocate for all
transhipments to
be licensed where
possible.

Stop sourcing
from those
supply chains
with vessels
that should
be licensed
but are not.
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5

Is it possible to obtain copies of transhipment licenses if needed?

YES

NO

8
Inquire why this is not possible
where applicable.

4.5.2 Is all of the information regarding any at sea transhipments
(i.e. transhipment license, 3.4.10) made available to the end purchaser of the
seafood in the supply chain (e.g. restaurant, brand)?

YES

6

Advocate for this information to be able to be
made available at any supply chain stage.

4.5.1b Do you require that if a transhipment is licensed
(and therefore permitted) then the vessel is checked to see if it is on the
relevant authorised register for fish carriers?

YES

NO

NO

9
Retain or inquire about copy of register.
If a vessel is not listed, then incorporate into
risk assessment of supply chain as elevated
risk of IUU and launch formal investigation
or seek expert help.

4.5.3 Do you check that EU IUU and other catch certificates provide information
about any transhipments that have taken place?
YES

NO

Request catch certificates and other
information including a list of vessels involved
in transhipments (also see 3.4.10). Information
pertaining to transhipments is contained in
section 6 of EU catch certificates.

7

4.5.1c Do you require that both transhipment have uninterrupted VMS,
AIS or other vessel tracking technology operating?
YES

NO

FINISH
Advocate for this to be mandatory and
incorporate into risk assessment of supply
chain as elevated risk of IUU if no uninterrupted
tracking technology is used.
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PAS 1550 - Labour Risk
Assessment

Legend

Don’t know answer: If you don’t know the answer to a question, you should
launch a formal investigation or seek expert help to answer it if possible.

1

4.7.1 Are all of the requirements identified in ILO Convention C188 (for
example requirements regarding contracts, vessel safety, treatment
of crew etc.) addressed by the supplying vessel’s Flag State or through
auditable private measures?

YES

Risk assessment consideration

Condition satisfied. Proceed.

Required

Condition not satisfied. Action required.

Aligns with GDST

Proceed in line with risk assessment

(KDEs collected in line with the GDST standard
will assist with the step in the flow diagrams).

2

NO

Encourage the Flag State
to ratify ILO C188 and/or
supplying vessels to gain
RFS certification or other
form of assurance that
C188 requirements are
addressed.

3.3.3.5 Is social responsibility addressed explicitly in the policies and
processes of the supplier, including fundamental labour rights
(i.e. regarding freedom of association and child labour)?
NO

YES

If no time-bound
governmental or
private measures
are committed to
in order to bring
supply vessels in
line with ILO C188
requirements, then
do not source.

Contact supplier and require such
policies and practices.

3

3.3.3.1 Does the supplier have policies, practices and
confidential reporting and assurance systems at every
vessel and facility that allows workers to report abuses
and unfair treatment (see also 3.3.3.3)?
NO

YES

Contact supplier and require such
policies and practices.

4

If supplier will
not commit to
time-bound
adoption of
these policies
and practices,
then do not
source.

3.3.3.4 Are complaints from workers dealt with
objectively, confidentially and impartially, leading to a
remedy where applicable?
YES

NO
Contact supplier and require such
practices to be implemented.
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5

3.3.3.2 Are the above practices supported by a transparent process that can be
reviewed upon request as part of supply chain audits?

YES

NO

8
Request this be put in place. Until this is
available to be audited, regard the supply as
higher risk.

4.6.3.b Is a list of crew for each vessel available and provided to port
inspectors and crew available for confidential interview if a request is made
by the Port State authorities?
NO

YES

If a time-bound
commitment
is not made to
introduce these
requirements,
do not supply.

Require that these practices
are put in place.

6

4.4.3 Request that the supplier provides evidence that the references and
background of vessel captains are checked before they were hired and that
they are not engaged if they have been responsible for human rights abuses.
YES

9

NO

4.7.6 Do inspections, audits and checks carried out in the supply chain include,
where possible, in-person interviews with workers or crew, conducted in a
neutral and safe environment, with anonymity guaranteed?
NO

YES
Request this policy be introduced.
Until the policy is introduced, regard the
supply as higher risk.

7

4.6.3.a & b Are crew on fishing vessels in possession of their work contracts and
identification documents and free to leave port when the vessel docks, as far
as is permitted by the immigration laws of the Port State?
YES

10

4.7.4 Does the user of the PAS have public protocols that guide how and when
it will inform statutory agencies of human rights infractions identified during
any of the above steps or in other audit exercises?
NO

YES

NO

Require that workers can leave
vessels in port (where legal)
and retain possession
of documents.

If access is
not given by
supplying vessels
and companies to
these audits and
interviews, then
do not supply.

Work with experts to develop
process for such interviews.

If a time-bound
commitment
is not made to
introduce these
requirements, do
not supply.

Develop such a protocol with the input of
experts and make it publicly available.

FINISH
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Further Information
These materials were produced by the PAS 1550 Working Group formed of the Environmental Justice Foundation (EJF), The Pew Charitable Trusts,
and the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF-UK). They were developed with input from the Seafood Ethics Action (SEA) Alliance.
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